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A PROMINENT PATIENT / Masaryk

CZECH REPUBLIC, SLOVAKIA / 2016 / 113 min. 
Biography – Drama – History  / Age: over 15

Director: Julius Ševčík Cast: Karel Roden, Hanns Zischler, 
Arly Jover, Dermot Crowley, Milton Welsch, Gina Bramhill, Eva 
Herzigova and others

Karel Roden plays the reluctant diplomat and unwilling Czech 
hero Jan Masaryk, as the politics of appeasement catapults 
Europe into WWII.

For those who wonder how Adolf Hitler occupied Czechoslovakia 
practically without shooting, ‘A Prominent Patient’ offers a look 
at the politics of appeasement in Europe’s darkest hour. The 
story of the diplomat Jan Masaryk, son of the first president of 
Czechoslovakia and a self-professed bon vivant and madman, 
is whittled down to crucial years before the Nazi invasion of his 
country as he shuttles between London, Prague and the Vineland 
psychiatric hospital in New Jersey.

At Vineland, where he is called ‘Your Excellency’ even while 
pilfering cocaine from the dispensary, the clinically depressed 
Masaryk grandly locks horns with a German psychiatrist in exile, 
a fictional character inserted to make us understand that his 
trauma is not personal, but stems from the political betrayal by 
the big players like Britain and France.

As one of the latest Czech and Slovak internationally awarded 
films, winning not only twelve Czech Lions, but also a prize at 
Berlinale, ‘A Prominent Patient’ is a not-to-be-missed masterpiece 
that will be screened at the Closing Night at the Czech and Slovak 
Film Festival, followed by an After Party with a DJ, drinks and 
nibbles.

– Winner of 12 Czech Lion Film awards including Best Director and Best Picture –
winner of 8 sun in the Net Slovakia Film Award including best actor – selected for the  

“Berlinale Special” in 2017 – Czech box office top 5 for 7 consecutive weeks –
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ANTHROPOID / Anthropoid

 CZECH REPUBLIC | UK | FRANCE / 2016 / 120 min. 
Biography – History – Thriller – War / Age: over 15

Director: Sean Ellis Cast: Jamie Dornan, Cillian Murphy, Brian 
Caspe, Karel Hermánek Jr., Sára Arnsteinová and others

ANTHROPOID is based on the extraordinary true story of 
“Operation Anthropoid,” the code name for the Czechoslovakian 
operatives’ mission to assassinate SS officer Reinhard Heydrich.

Heydrich, the main architect behind the Final Solution, was 
the Reich’s third in command behind Hitler and Himmler and 
the leader of Nazi forces in Czechoslovakia. The film follows 
two soldiers from the Czechoslovakian army-in-exile, Josef 
Gabčík (Cillian Murphy) and Jan Kubiš (Jamie Dornan), who are 
parachuted into their occupied homeland in December 1941. 
With limited intelligence and little equipment in a city under lock 
down, they must find a way to assassinate Heydrich, an operation 
that would change the face of Europe forever.

http://www.bleeckerstreetmedia.com/anthropoid
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ANGEL OF THE LORD 2 / Anděl Páně 2

CZECH REPUBLIC, SLOVAKIA / 2016 / 99 min. 
Fantasy – Family / No age restriction

Director: Jiří Strach Cast: Ivan Trojan, Jiří Dvořák, Vica Kerekes, 
Anna Čtvrtníčková, Vojtěch Dyk, Bolek Polívka and others

One of the most popular Czech ‘Christmas fairytale’ comedies for 
the whole family that won several festival awards at the Czech 
Lions Film Awards. 

Sequel to the fairytale Angel of the Lord, the movie tells a story 
about the angel Petronel who works at the Heaven’s Door, but 
is convinced that he deserves a better job. His eternal tempter, 
the devil Uriah, starts to provoke him. Uriah convinces Petronel 
to pick an Apple from the Tree of Knowledge so that he will know 
what only God knows and the way to well-deserved recognition 
will be free.

Petronel and Uriah then proceed to argue about the Apple and 
the result is catastrophic.

The precious fruit falls all the way down to the Earth. The 
confused angel and his friend, the devil-tempter, have to quickly 
enter the human world, find the Apple of Knowledge and bring it 
back. The night before Saint Nicolas’s Day they become tangled 
up in a peculiar whirl.

The duo searches for the Apple to return it to where it belongs 
and unfolds into an often hilarious adventure whilst enduring 
dangerous and unpredictable setups.

After a row of both human and divine trials, our heroes discover 
that the true route to knowledge lies in knowing one’s own self, in 
discovering the power of friendship, love and the will to forgive.
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EIGHTS / Osmy

CZECH REPUBLIC/ 2014 /82 min. 
Comedy/ Age: over 15

Director: Jiří Strach Cast: Ivan Trojan, Zuzana Stivínová, Gregor 
Bauer, Josef Dvořák, Jiří Dvořák, Zuzana Kajnarová, and others

An ordinary man with an ordinary job, ordinary family and ordinary 
affair has an unordinary day after he signs the Charter 77.

An exceptional film directed by Jiri Strach that won several 
festival awards for the Best Actor, Actress and the Best Television 
Comedy. The main roles star Ivan Trojan and Zuzana Stivinova.

The story takes place in the 1980’s. A few months ago, Richard, 
a civil servant, signed Charter 77. It happened by mistake after a 
few drinks, rather than out of conviction. Since then, he has been 
bedevilled by bad luck. 

Today, however, is the worst. In the afternoon, he has an 
appointment with the dentist to have his eighths extracted, 
a dreadful prospect but small matter compared to what was 
awaiting him before that. A financial statement at work, a 
colleague eager for marriage who hasn’t grasped that his ‘affair’ 
was a mere flirt, an ultimatum from Richard’s boss to retract his 
signature of the Charter and burst stand-pipe at home with an old 
rusty gun hidden in it. 

Furthermore, Richard faces the unexpected paternity of his 
fifteen-year-old son who asks him to play the role of a father, as 
well as the omnipresent shadow of the secret policeman spying 
on him.

In a nutshell, the Eights describes a day in which Richard can 
either lose everything or find himself.
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KIDNAPPING / Únos

SLOVAKIA / 2017 / 102 min. 
Drama/ Age: over 15

Director: Mariana Čengelová-Solčanská Cast:  Rebeka Polakova 
Daniel Heriban Milan Mikulcik Maras Kramar Milan Ond rfk David 

‘Kidnapping’ is a very powerful and well made political thriller, 
based upon a real story that takes us back to mid-nineties Slovakia.

The story begins when the journalist Marta finds in front of her 
house the bloody head of her brother. At that moment she has no 
idea that the crime is only one part of a shattered puzzle, which 
also reaches the highest state power representatives. She decides 
to search for the monstrous circle of terror. Power thirsts, Secret 
Service practices, and Mafia background lead to kidnapping of 
the President’s son and subsequent death of innocent people.

The last day of the first year of Slovak independence is coming to 
an end. People are celebrating. Only the Prime Minister is quiet as 
the President had not appointed his Lad for the post of Minister 
of Privatisation.

Pressure or resignation of the President from his function reaches 
its peak when his son is being kidnapped abroad by an organised 
group consisting of Secret Service and Mafia members.

‘Kidnapping’ is a film, describing events that have left wounds 
on the Slovak society. This political story impacts life of ordinary 
people. Political power at the time got into hands that did not 
hesitate to be soaked in the blood of innocent people. The film is 
a sad reminder of those past events.

topky.sk - Minister of Culture of Slovak republic, Marek Mad’aric: “I have asked 
myself how will people, who did not live in that period or lived abroad, react to it. I, as 
a person, who lived at the time and took notice of the things that created the base for 

the movie, have continuously internally confronted myself with this.”
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ROOTS IN EGO / Roots in Ego

SLOVAKIA / 2017 / 102 min. 
Drama/ Age: over 15

Director: Kristina Weiserova Cast:  Eva Kavanová, Radovan Klucka, Jaromír 
Nosek, Stepánka Pencová, Josef Rarach

A short, independent movie, set in one of Prague’s dodgiest 
suburbs. Describes one day in the lives of two sisters and their 
friends, full of drugs and electronic music. For that reason, this 
film might be a perfect pick for Saturday Night. Teamed up 
with a DJ, we will provide you with a unique movie night/party 
experience you will not forget.

Zizkov may seem a grey neighbourhood at first, but the Television 
Tower in its centre is like a rocket that will catapult you right into 
space. This is exactly the kind of trip our group of friends likes 
to take; they never lack the fuel, the appetite or the well-tuned 
rhythm in their hearts. Each of them is in a different life situation, 
but they have one thing in common: they consciously live lives 
that reflect an unyielding desire to never become docile servants 
of the ‘system’. Their relationships become more entangled and 
through a bizarre series of events everything heads towards a 
brief enlightenment, but also to a cruel climax.

The film is a playful follow up of British films about the dancing 
generation. It draws the viewers into a swirl of parties, drugs 
and feelings of infinite freedom as well as the loss of innocence, 
loneliness and paranoia. Good and evil appear as mere concepts 
that acquire substance through the small everyday deeds.

DJ.B.Boss
Being born in Latakia, Syria, DJ.B.Boss is one of the best DJs in 
Middle East, playing Arabic and English Commercial Music and 
hits as well as Remixes.
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SANTINI’S ENIGMA / Santiniho Jazyk

CZECH REPUBLIC / 2011 / 90 min. 
Drama – Thriller – Mystery / Age: over 15

Director: Jiří Strach Cast: David Švehlík, Marek Taclík, Viktor 
Preiss, Martin Stropnický, Petra Molnárová, and others

Another film by Jiri Strach, this time a mysterious thriller, set 
amongst visually compelling and beautiful Czech towns and 
picturesque nature. Based on a brilliant mystery-detective novel 
by Martin Urban, the audience is treated to an exhilarating blend 
of relentless adventure, scholarly intrigue, and cutting wit.

The story begins when an unsatisfied employee of an advertising 
agency, Martin Urmann, is given an impossible job in order to find 
a legal excuse to fire him. Martin accepts the task; however, it is 
more a gesture of defiance rather than a serious attempt to save 
his position.

While working on that case he discovers a series of cryptic 
messages inscribed by the architect into his structures, and sets 
out to decipher them. His way is lined with mysterious murders 
which are obviously connected with his search.

The fascinating power of the world into which he is gradually 
descending makes it impossible for him to give up his intention. 
He has to reach the end, where he anticipates a revelation which 
will totally change his entrenched view of the world.

Santini’s Enigma heralds the arrival of a new breed of intelligent 
thriller that is surprising at every twist, absorbing, and in the end, 
utterly unpredictable, right up to the films astonishing conclusion.


